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Introduction
The Pleasure of Art
The best way to bring art to life is to experience it first-hand. For the child in Year 3, this
means seeing the wonderful surfaces, sizes and details of paintings (or sculptures, prints
and drawings!) in a gallery or museum; then it means going home afterwards and
exploring art materials on the kitchen table and trying out the techniques, styles and
colours you both liked. Reading about art in a book like this one with your child is an
important way to increase their knowledge and understanding of great art and artists, but
it cannot replace the experience – and pleasure – of physically engaging with art.
You don’t need special or expensive materials to experience the pleasure of art at home;
simply tracing over a gallery postcard or reproduction then colouring your tracing, or cutting
it and collaging it into a new creation, would be a rewarding, creative and educational art
experience. roughout this chapter we suggest other activities your child can do which will
extend and embed their understanding of the works of art written about here. To explore
art further still, we suggest you dip into some of the books suggested in the resources section
at the end of this chapter, and that you make use of the free, family-oriented events that
galleries and museums oﬀer at weekends and during school holidays.

The Language of Art: Line
The Swiss-German artist Paul Klee [clay] described drawing as ‘a line going for a walk’.
Next time you set out to draw something, think about your pencil making a journey –
going for a walk – and see if holding that thought while you draw helps the lines you create
come to life. Drawing is such an important part of being a practising artist; in the past
young people learning to be artists were not allowed to use paint or other materials until
their teacher felt they could draw well enough. When it came to painting or sculpting,
first they had to use drawing to make their plans.
181
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It is thought that when the Dutch artist
Rembrandt taught young artists, one of the
first things he would make them do was draw
something with a continuous line – in other
words the students could not lift their hand
until the drawing was finished! It might be
easy to draw a ball, but can you imagine how
hard it would be to draw a face, for example,
without lifting your pencil off the page at all?
How would you do it? You could make your
line zig-zag or curve, you could press hard
at times to darken it and press lightly at
others to make it soft, but how would your
line travel between the different features
without breaking?
Here is a continuous line drawing by Paul
Klee. What a walk he has taken this line for!
It travels from an eye to a nose, through a
brow to an arm, a leg and back again. He
called this drawing Was Fehlt Ihm? which is
German for ‘What’s Wrong with Him?’
Take a close look at the drawing, perhaps
tracing over it with your finger. Notice how
cleverly Klee has defined different parts of
the face and body but managed to keep
everything connected.

Was Fehlt Ihm?
(What’s Wrong with Him?)

There are names for different kinds of lines, and it can be useful when you are talking
or writing about art to use them. A line that goes straight up and down is called a vertical
line. A line that travels from side to side is known as horizontal (after the horizon), and a
line that leans is diagonal.

Vertical
182

Horizontal

Diagonal
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You probably know the
names for other kinds of
lines, too. Can you picture
a zig-zag line, a curved one
or a wavy one?

Activity 1: It’s your turn!
Use a pencil to take a line for a walk.
Where will your line go? What will it show?

e kinds of lines an artist chooses to work with are important because they can help him
or her create depth or distance in their pictures (properly known as perspective). ey also
help to create movement, and even mood. Let’s look at the line choices three very diﬀerent
artists have made and consider how they aﬀect the resulting pictures.

Lines and Form

Mother and Child
Do you remember
Picasso’s two very
different paintings
of Sylvette from the Year 2 book?

In Mother and Child by the Spanish
artist Pablo Picasso [pee-KHAS-o] do
you see more straight or curved lines?
Use your finger to help you decide, or
perhaps make a tracing using a pencil.
The many curving lines add to the
gentle atmosphere of this picture.
Picasso has used another element of
art, called form, to emphasise the
feeling of softness the lines create.
Form is a word to describe how threedimensional shapes are shown in art.
Picasso’s lines in Mother and Child
build up to make rounded ‘forms’,
and these rounded forms almost
curve inwards on one another, so that
we no longer see just a collection of
lines: they are transformed into an
image of a relaxed hug. Can you also
see how Picasso has used the short,
diagonal line of the mother’s nose to
direct where we look in the picture?
The line from her nose follows the
direction of her gaze: down towards
her son’s head and onwards to the
183
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bottom right corner of the painting. This is an example of how, sometimes, an artist can
suggest a line, without needing to draw or paint it. The short (drawn) diagonal line, which
is the mother’s nose, seems to extend invisibly through her head and along the child’s
body, on out to the knee on which he is supported. By organising the figures along this
invisible diagonal, Picasso has reinforced their closeness. Can you see other things that
Picasso has done to show how close they feel? What about the colours he has used, and
the gestures?

Lines and Movement
In his picture of an enormous wave, the Japanese
artist Katsushika Hokusai [cat-sue-SHE-car HOCKew-sigh] shows us other ways that lines can be used.

You can read
about Japan
on page 142.

This picture is actually a coloured woodblock
print, called The Great Wave off Kanagawa. It was very popular among artists, and Picasso
and van Gogh (we looked at his self-portrait in Year 2) were among the important

The Great Wave off Kanagawa
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European artists who owned copies of Hokusai’s work. What do you think they liked about
it? Perhaps it was the way the various types of lines combine to create a sense of motion.
Where is the wave moving to; what shape will it make as it travels on? Hokusai’s curving
lines makes us curious about that. Can you spot the tiny fishermen huddled together in
their wooden boats? The long parallel lines of their boats contrast with the tiny, curled
lines used for the frothy breaking tips of the wave; these are gnarled like grabbing fingers,
threatening the boats!

Lines and Symmetry
Do you think the
form of the Mona
Lisa from the Year 2
book is similar to those in
the Last Supper? Both were
made by Leonardo da Vinci.

The Italian artist and inventor Leonardo da
Vinci [leo-NAR-do da-VIN-chi] shows us
yet another way that line can create powerful
works of art. In his Last Supper, which was
painted on the wall of the refectory, or dining
room, for the holy men at Santa Maria
della Grazie in Milan, Leonardo has used a
combination of vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines to arrange the scene. Jesus and
his disciples, designed with mostly rounded lines, are seated at the table in a room
with windows, all composed from straight and diagonal lines. One of the things Leonardo
uses his lines here to do, particularly the diagonal ones, is direct where we look. The lines
all point to the centre of the picture where the oval face of Jesus is framed by a window.

Last Supper
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The lines work to make sure we know who is
the most important character in this story.
You can find
Leonardo’s lines also balance the painting, so
out more about
that the setting on the right-hand side of
symmetry on page 272.
Jesus is echoed on the left, even though the
figures and faces are different. The painting,
we say, is symmetrical, and the boundaries you can see or imagine that equally divide
balanced or reflecting forms are known as lines of symmetry.

Activity 2: From half to whole!
Create a symmetrical work of art using lines, like Leonardo. Fold a piece
of paper exactly in half, press the crease to mark it, then open the page
out again and flatten it. Taking a soft pencil, a piece of charcoal or
chalk, draw a scene made up of lines on one side of the fold line only.
It must only be half a drawing, and it must touch the folded line.
You could draw half a house or, inspired by Leonardo’s Last Supper,
compose half a room with windows, a table and a floor or walls made
from lines. Fold the paper in half again and rub over the outside so that
your drawn lines transfer on to the plain half of the page. Open up
once more and admire your linear, symmetrical drawing.

Looking at Landscapes
If you’ve read the Year 2 book in this series, then you’ll have learned about two of the
many kinds of pictures there are: portraits and self-portraits. In Year 3 we are going to
learn about other kinds of pictures: landscapes, still lifes and mythologies. Landscapes are
works of art showing mostly countryside or coastlines. You can think of landscapes
as being a bit like painted plays: in a landscape the ground is the stage, the sky is the set
and the trees and weather are the characters! People, animals, buildings and boats may
feature in landscapes but they are usually there to provide realistic details or to give us
the idea that we are looking at a large, open space; these details are not usually the main
focus of landscapes.
In the Netherlands in the seventeenth century, landscape paintings were extremely
popular. In fact, Dutch artists at this time were the first to specialise in creating landscapes.
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Before this, landscape was
usually just the background for
paintings from history, the Bible
or mythology. In some Dutch
towns almost every house had at
least one landscape painting inside
it and, most often, they were
hung in the main family room.
It may be that these landscape
paintings were used as a kind of
entertainment – remember there
were no televisions then and even
books were quite expensive.
When we might relax by watching
Bentheim Castle
a film, the Dutch people of those
days seem to have enjoyed using their imaginations to explore their paintings. An adult
might imagine a walk in the tranquil countryside while a child might embark on a great
adventure. An example of this kind of landscape painting is Bentheim Castle by Dutch
artist Jacob van Ruisdael [RICE-dale]. The painting creates a very realistic scene, with the
castle perching dramatically, on a craggy outcrop, above a dense, green forest. Can you
imagine a princess trapped inside, a knight struggling through the thickets to reach her,
or do you sense something else?

Does this remind you of
the story of the
Sleeping Beauty
that we read in
Year 2?

We can tell that the painter van Ruisdael was feeling
imaginative when he designed Bentheim Castle because
in real life the castle is not perched on a mountain;
it is set on a low hill! Van Ruisdael has raised up
the castle in his painting and added craggy rocks to
increase the drama. The castle is still there today, on
the border between the Netherlands and Germany,
so you could go and see it for yourself one day.

In landscape paintings, artists generally leave clues to let us work out the time of year,
what the weather is like and even what time of day has been shown. Be an art detective
and follow the clues in Salisbury Cathedral from the Meadows (next page), by English artist
John Constable so that you can read the season, the weather and time of day. What have
you decided? I expect the bright rainbow that arcs across the middle of the painting quickly
caught your attention. What did it tell you about the weather? What about the sky on
either side of the rainbow. Why are there grey, choppy-looking clouds on the cathedral
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side of the rainbow but
fluﬀy, white clouds and
brighter blue sky to the
other side? Is a storm
coming towards us or
moving away? What season
is shown and how can you
tell? Are you looking at the
colour and number of leaves
on the large tree, or did you
notice the clothes of the
men in the carts? The time
of day is harder to work
out – did you spot any clues
Constable painted for that?
Maybe you could try seeing
where the light comes from,
and look at any shadows to
work out whether this is a
morning, midday or early
evening scene.
Landscapes don’t have to
be of real places. They can
also be of imaginary ones.
Salisbury Cathedral from the Meadows
The French artist Henri
Rousseau [on-REE ROO-sew]
never actually visited a tropical jungle, but he did many paintings set in lush, green jungles.
We looked at one of them in Year 1. It was called Surprised! and showed a tiger frightened
by lightning in a forest. Rousseau could have seen a tiger, caged at an exhibition in Paris.
For the jungle plants, however, Rousseau had to use the ordinary plants he saw at home,
and his imagination. He made them look tropical by enlarging the leaves and mixing up
a lot of different greens to paint them.

Still Life
As the name suggests, still-lifes do not contain things which move. ere are no people in
them, but there could be flowers, fruit, china, silverware, glass, books, furniture, fabrics and
even pencils. e only living creatures permitted in still life pictures are insects! To paint a
188
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still life, first an artist must decide which
objects to depict, and then she has to
Do you remember
arrange them in a pleasing or interesting
what we learned
way. Which shapes and colours go well
about texture in art in Year 2?
next to one another? Where is the light
casting shadows or adding highlights?
How much background will be shown? What about the textures? Will diﬀerent surfaces be
faithfully recorded, using rough and smooth strokes, heavy and light paint, or will all the
objects be reduced to their basic shapes and colours? What a lot of decisions to make!
Have a look at Still Life with Apples by French artist Paul Cézanne [say-ZAN].
What can you say about the decisions he made when he designed this scene? Notice how
the apples look as if they have been outlined in a dark tone, which emphasises their circular
shapes. Cézanne’s apples don’t look like flat shapes, however, because their roundness
pops out from their outlines. To show that they are three-dimensional forms, Cézanne
has combined a range of colours and applied them in a rough painting style. Focus on one
apple in particular. How many patches of colour and areas of texture can you pick out? I
can see yellows, reds, browns, oranges and even off-whites.

Still Life with Apples
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For more on two- and three-dimensional figures, see page 268.

Activity 3: Multi-colour still life
Choose a single fruit from the fruit bowl or fridge at home. Then
choose some sort of coloured material: it could be crayons, coloured
pencils or paint. Draw the outline shape of your fruit, so that you have
a basic, two-dimensional – or flat – shape on your page. Using colour
only, see if you can turn the basic shape into a three-dimensional form,
as Cézanne did. How many different colours did you need to use to turn
your outline shape into a still life artwork?

Mythology
Mythological pictures couldn’t be more different from still-lifes. People are the most
important element in mythological paintings, as they re-tell – in visual form – the dramatic
adventures of gods and goddesses of the ancient past. You will know, from the Language
and Literature section of this book, about the extraordinary events and characters who
fill Greek myths; the half-man half-beast creatures like the Minotaur, terrible monsters
like Cerberus, not to mention the passionate and vengeful gods and goddesses, like Jupiter
and Venus. For thousands of years, and in all media, artists have enjoyed capturing these
characters and their stories.
Although the subject of the next painting we are going to look at dates back to ancient
Greece, the picture is comparatively young; it was made in fifteenth century by one of two
Italian painter brothers, probably Antonio del Pollaiuolo [pol-eye-YOU-oh-low]. There
are only two figures in del Pollaiuolo’s painting, but without using any words these two
tell a powerful story. See if you can work it out, just from looking... the male character,
Apollo, chases after the woman, Daphne, and reaches out to catch her with his arms.
He is mid-stride, feet not quite on the ground, scarf flying and hair blown behind him.
What a rush he is in to catch her! Daphne does not seem happy that Apollo has caught
her, though, does she? She won’t look at him and she is not smiling. It is also as if she is
floating up away from the ground. Although Apollo tries his best to hold on to her, we
can see, from his stretched-looking arms and parted hands, that he cannot manage it.
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Read more about the
mythology of
Ancient Greece
starting on
page 65.
Apollo loves Daphne, having been
shot with a love arrow by Cupid,
but Daphne rejects him; she is
cursed never to love. She prays
to her father, a river god, to
rescue her from Apollo’s pursuit.
Her wish is granted, but by
transforming her into a natural
form: a tree! Can you see now how
the artist has painted Daphne’s
arms like bark-encrusted branches?
I am sure you noticed her bushy,
leaf-laden arms. The heartbroken
Apollo was powerless to stop
Daphne’s transformation – all he
could do was keep her immortal
by making the laurel tree she
became evergreen.
Apollo and Daphne

Activity 4: Words for pictures
Cut some ‘post-it’ notes into speech bubble shapes. Stick them on to
the image of Apollo and Daphne on this page and imagine what the
characters are thinking, or what they would be saying if they could talk.
Would Daphne be praying to her father? Would she be expressing
sadness at losing her mortal body? Adopting the poses the characters
hold in the paintings, and trying to copy their expressions, might help
you understand them better.
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The Art of Designing Buildings:
Architecture
Our word ‘architect’, the name we use for a
Discover more about
person who designs buildings, comes from
the ancient Greeks in
the combination of two ancient Greek words,
the World History section
the first meaning ‘chief ’ and the second,
starting on page 147.
‘builder’. One of the most famous buildings
of ancient Greece, so well designed and built
it is still standing today, is the Parthenon
[parth-er-NON]. Its architects were Ictinos
and Callicrates, and they worked together
with a famous Greek sculptor, Phidias. Set on
the Acropolis hill overlooking the centre of
the capital city of Athens, it was designed as
a temple (a place of worship) for the goddess
Athena in 440 BC. Since it was built for this
purpose and in such a prominent place, it
shows us that mythology was important and
The Parthenon today
very real to the ancient Greeks, although it
can be just a set of great stories to us. Now you know that a temple for Athena stood at
the heart of Athens, you can see where the city’s name came from.

A Building of Lines

Replica of the Greek Parthenon
in Nashville in the United States
192

When the Parthenon was first built, it
would probably have looked like the
replica (real-life copy) that was built in
Nashville in the United States. As the
replica shows, not all of the building
would have been plain white stone as it
is today: the pale marble would have
been painted in bright colours in places,
such as the background of the frieze, so
that the sculpted figures would be easier
to see from below and from far away.
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Activity 5: Soap stone
Carve your own section of a frieze (decoration in architecture) to
enhance an imaginary building, like the frieze that once decorated the
Parthenon and is now in the British Museum. Find a fresh, white bar of
soap – a square shape would be ideal. Use a strong and sharp
instrument, like a tooth-pick, to scratch the outline of a design into the
soap’s surface on the largest side. Something simple, like a heart shape,
might be easiest for your first attempt. Then use something like a metal
nail file, or knife that is not sharp enough to cut you, and carve away
the soap surface from around the outside of your shape. Once you have
lowered the surface of the remainder of the soap square by a few
millimetres, so that your design is now higher than the background,
start to refine it by adding form, texture and detail, as Phidias did on
the Parthenon frieze. You could carve your shape so that it becomes
higher in the centre than it is at the sides, and you could add stripes or
spots. Now that you have some experience of ‘relief sculpture’, see if
you can carve a face into the other long side of the bar of soap, or take
another bar if you prefer. For some ideas on how to create a face in
low-relief, take a look at how the Queen’s face is moulded on coins.
If your finished carvings are successful, wrap them in tissue paper and
give them to your friends as small gifts!

The Parthenon frieze is now in the British Museum.
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Does the replica also help
you see how important line
was to the architects who
designed the Parthenon?
Use some of the names to
describe kinds of lines, as
we talked about earlier in
this chapter, to describe this
building. It is easy to spot the
long, horizontal lines of the
roof and the vertical lines of
the columns that support it.
What about curving or
diagonal lines – can you find
some? They are there if you
look carefully! Here’s a clue:
think about the columns, and
take a look at ends of the roof.

The British Museum’s recreation of the
Parthenon frieze’s original colouring

The language of line is
useful for appreciating the
architects’ design of the
Parthenon. In the illustration
here, we have added a dotted
vertical line. It runs from the
highest point on the roof
down to the steps. How many
The Parthenon, with a line of symmetry
columns are there on each
side of this dotted line? Can you remember, from when we talked about Leonardo’s Last
Supper, what we call an imaginary line that shows where equal forms are reflected? It is a
line of symmetry. Can you think of something else that’s symmetrical? Take a look in a
mirror – your face is basically symmetrical, isn’t it? The ancient Greeks thought that
everything in nature was balanced or symmetrical in some way. Many architects designed
buildings to copy the proportions and lines of symmetry they saw in the world around
them. It could be, then, that the symmetry in the short side of the Parthenon reflects the
symmetry of a human face. Even the columns could reflect the line of the human body.
Ancient Greek architectural writers stated that columns were designed to echo the balance
between the legs, body and head in the human form. Could this be one of the reasons why
we still find the Parthenon such an appealing building to look at after all this time?
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St Paul’s Cathedral in London
The balanced and symmetrical buildings of the ancient Greeks continue to influence
modern architects. In most cities you will be able to find at least one building influenced
by a Greek model. Next time you are in a city, see if you can find one. A famous example
in London is St Paul’s Cathedral. The architect who designed it was an Englishman,
Christopher Wren, who was honoured with the title ‘Sir’ for his achievements as an
architect. Although he was active in the seventeenth century, he was very interested in the
masterpieces designed by architects of the past. Can you see which design details Wren
has borrowed from classical buildings like the Parthenon? What has he done differently?

A Building of Curves
Learn about the
beginning of the
religion of Buddhism
on page 132.

On the other side of the ancient world, in India,
King Asoka wanted a monument to Buddha.
His architect decided to use curved lines
and circles as the basis of the design.
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The Great Stupa
e building is known as the Great Stupa,
which could come from a Sanskrit word for
‘measure’ or a Hindi word for ‘moulded
stone’. It is the oldest stone building in India,
and is at Sanchi in Madhyah Pradesh.

See more
about circles and
spheres on page 268.

If you walked around the outside of the Parthenon, what would you have to do to follow
the perimeter (outside) of the building? You’d have to keep turning each time you reached a
corner, wouldn’t you? What about if you walked around the Great Stupa? If your footprints
le impressions in the ground, they could be joined up to form the line of a circle. In fact,
curved pathways around the main building form part of the original design. A line running
from one side of the Stupa across the top to the other side would also be curved. e profile
of the Stupa is actually half of a sphere, known as a hemisphere (similar to a halved globe or
ball). In architecture there is a special name for a hemisphere in buildings: dome. Depending
on how high up the dome is, it may remind you of diﬀerent natural forms. e dome of St
Paul’s Cathedral makes some people think of a giant sunrise; until the twentieth century it
was the tallest structure in London, visible for miles. e dome of the Great Stupa is set much
closer to the ground, making it look more like a hill. People in India say that when you walk
around the Great Stupa you are walking ‘the Path of Life around the World Mountain’.
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Taking a Different Line: A Modern Museum
Architects working today often strive to design buildings in new ways; not just re-working
the best designs of the past but adding to them and even questioning them. e CanadianAmerican architect Frank Gehry [GAIR-ree], for example, rarely works with straight
or continuous lines like the architects of the Parthenon, St Paul’s and the Great Stupa.
Gehry seems to start his design thinking not about line, but about surfaces, materials and
how light will play across them.

The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain
Have you ever been to a museum? They are among our favourite places to visit and, in
Britain, many are free. Museums often contain beautiful and interesting works of art.
When Gehry was asked to design a new museum, he decided to create a building that not
only housed great art, but that was a work of art itself.
His Guggenheim Museum for modern art is in Bilbao in Spain. It sits beside the Nervion
River and many people think it looks like a giant version of one of the many cargo ships
that pass nearby. Others, however, don’t see it as a ship. The irregular surfaces and form
of Gehry’s building, combined with its glittering metal skin, can give the impression of
shiny, splashing fish! It is said that Gehry’s grandmother used to keep live fish in a
bath before she prepared them for special meals. The young Gehry was fascinated by
how the solid forms of the fish changed as the light played across their metallic scales.
What do you think of when you look at the Bilbao Guggenheim: a ship, a glinting fish
or something else?
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New Lines for Breaking New Ground
After not having their own
parliament for almost 300 years,
the Scottish people voted in 1997
to establish a new Scottish
Parliament. First, a site was
chosen for the new building: it
would be at the lower end of the
historic Royal Mile, nestled near
Carlton Hill with its architecture
inspired by the ancient Greeks
(can you spot it?), across from the
Queen’s Palace of Holyroodhouse
and with lovely views of its
natural surroundings.

The Scottish Parliament

There was a competition to choose the right architect for this project, and the Scottish
people were invited to view and comment on the proposed designs. In the end, Enric
Miralles was chosen to develop a parliament building that was both practical and artistic,
representing tradition and new ways forward. What do you think of the lines and curves
in his work?
The Members of the Scottish Parliament (also known as MSPs) each have offices where
they conduct research, have meetings and think about how best to represent the Scottish
people. Their offices are designed with
‘think pods’ – including window seats
and built-in bookshelves – to inspire the
MSPs in their work.

The windows of the MSPs’ ‘think pods’

198

The MSPs’ seats in the debating
chamber, unlike those of the Houses of
Parliament in London, are designed in a
semi-circle to help them work together
and come to agreements. You can watch
and listen to their debates in person
and, even if the public is not there, the
designs of people on the wall help the
MSPs remember whom they represent.
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The debating chamber
You can go on a free tour of the Scottish Parliament building to learn much more about
this modern building and its symbolism. See how many St Andrew’s crosses you can count
in the architecture!

Suggested Resources
Art activity books
Make This Model Greek Temple by Iain Ashman (Usborne) 1998
The Usborne Introduction to Art by Rosie Dickins and Mari Griffith (Usborne) 2010

Looking at and talking about art books
Explore the Parthenon: An Ancient Greek Temple by Ian Jenkins and Kate Morton (British
Museum Press) 2009
Paul Klee for Children by Silke Vry (Prestel) 2011
Look! Zoom in on Art! by Gillian Wolfe (Frances Lincoln) 2008
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Art story books (including artists or works in this chapter)
Cézanne and the Apple Boy by Laurence Anholt (Frances Lincoln) 2009
Leonardo and the Flying Boy by Laurence Anholt (Frances Lincoln) 2003
Philip and the Magic Castanets: An Amazing Journey into the Parthenon Frieze by Mania
Douka (Mpiri-Nees Selides Books) 2000
Katie and the British Artists by James Mayhew (Orchard) 2009

Colouring/complete the masterpiece books
Colour Your Own John Constable by Marty Noble (Dover) 2007
Colour Your Own Still Life Paintings by Marty Noble (Dover) 2005
Paul Klee Colouring Book by Annette Roeder (Prestel) 2008

Where to find the works of art in this chapter
Paul Klee, ‘Was fehlt ihm?’ (What’s wrong with him?), 1930 (Fondation Beyeler) Basel,
Switzerland
Pablo Picasso, Mother and Child, 1922 (Baltimore Museum of Art) Baltimore, USA
Katsushika Hokusai, The Great Wave off Kanagawa, 1829-33 (British Museum, Print
Room) London, UK
Leonardo da Vinci, The Last Supper, 1498 (Refectory of Santa Maria della Grazie)
Milan, Italy
Jacob van Ruisdael, Landscape with Bentheim Castle, 1653 (National Gallery of Ireland)
Dublin, Ireland
John Constable, Salisbury Cathedral from the Meadows, 1831 (National Gallery) London, UK
Paul Cézanne, Still Life with Apples, c. 1878 (Fitzwilliam Museum) Cambridge, UK
Antonio del Pollaiuolo, Apollo and Daphne, c. 1470-80 (National Gallery) London, UK
Ictinus and Callicrates with Phidias, The Parthenon, 440 BC, Acropolis, Athens, Greece
Great Stupa, 3rd Century BC, Sanchi, near Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India
Sir Christopher Wren, St Paul’s Cathedral, 1710, London, UK
Frank Gehry, Guggenheim Museum, 1997, Bilbao, Spain
Eric Miralles, Scottish Parliament Building, 2004, Edinburgh, UK.
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